The Mission of SGA is to improve the quality of undergraduate student life at the University both academically and socially by addressing student needs and concerns, providing financial structure of WPI's student clubs and organizations, and representing the student body in a professional manner.
Chair Rosenthal’s team presented the Internal Audit for FY20. Senator Lizotte, Senator Burns, and Senator Eskridge presented this information. (See PowerPoint Attached).

Questions

Why was there a spike in Mandatory Transfers in 2018?
Answer: Both Greek Life Programming and SAO operations significantly increased.

Can you clarify what is meant by “per capita by club type?”
Answer: It is the budget per student per club type.

XI. Faculty, Institute, and Special Committees

a. The Committee on Advising and Student Life is talking about ESports at WPI. They are trying to gather information from SGA about this subject. They are concerned how unsupervised these sports are considering that so many students use the WPI name. If anyone knows anything about this topic, please share.

Discussion

Senator Burns asked, regarding the ESports Club, if they are trying to shift from a club to a sports team?
Answer: The committee has not reached out to them yet.

b. Senator Pandit is on a committee about the academic calendar for next year. They are discussing the number of days between Fall Break and between Thanksgiving and Winter break. If you have anything that you would like to add to this conversation, please reach out to him on Slack.

c. President Candy and Chair Hubbard both sit on the Committee on Academic Policy (CAP). To update, they shared that allowing students to overload a week before classes begin has been very successful. Another topic they are currently discussing is the grace period for changing classes. Currently, when you add/drop a class within the first 5 days of the term, you do not need instructor approval, but they are considering changing this to 3 days. After this grace period, there is a fee and required alongside approval.
Discussion

Chair Tocci asked for clarification. He thought that all one needs to do to change classes is to have a slip signed by the professor.

*Answer:* If the class is full, then one needs to a signature or a ticket to get added to class if there are open seats. You can also add it on BannerWeb.

Chair Tocci asked for the purpose of this proposed change.

*Answer:* There has been a problem were students are starting a new class after a week of classes. This can cause problems with grading.

Senator Pacheco asked if this change would mean the fee would apply after 3 days rather than 5?

*Answer:* I am not sure, but I will check on that.

Senator Burns made the point that some students may need 5 days to realize that they are in over their heads. A good example of this is Freshman and Calc classes.

*Answer:* Good point! Usually, the math department extends these dates for the Calc series for this reason.

Parliamentarian Silvia agreed with Senator Burn’s point. It takes a little longer than one would think to know that one needs to change classes.

Senator Ourdyl agreed with Parliamentarian Silvia. He finds that if someone is willing to switch out of a class, they are usually willing to make up the work they have missed.

Senator Zeolla agreed and added that they don’t do any heavy work until usually the 2nd or 3rd day.

Senator Wilde made the point that with the reduced break, it would not be fair to decrease the number of days students have the choice to change classes.

Chair Tocci suggested that the days should be counted by how many class periods pass rather than calendar day.

President Candy announced that if anyone else has thoughts, they can reach out to Chair Hubbard or himself.
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